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Abstract. SmithWaterman algorithm (S-W) is a widespread method to
perform local alignments of biological sequences of proteins, DNA and
RNA molecules. Indeed, S-W is able to ensure better accuracy levels
with respect to the heuristic alignment algorithms by extensively ex-
ploring all the possible alignment configurations between the sequences
under examination. It has been proven that the first amino acid (AA)
or nucleotide (NT) inserted/deleted (that identify a gap open) found
during the alignment operations performed on sequences is more signif-
icant, from a biological point of view, than the subsequent ones (called
gap extension), making the so called Affine Gap model a viable solution
for biomolecules alignment. However, this version of S-W algorithm is
expensive both in terms of computation as well as in terms of memory
requirements with respect to others less demanding solutions such as the
ones using a Linear Gap model.
In order to overcome these drawbacks we have developed an optimised
version of the S-W algorithm based on Affine Gap model called Dynamic
Gap Selector (DGS S-W). Differently from the standard S-W Affine Gap
method, the proposed DGS S-W method reduces the memory require-
ments from 3*N *M to N *M, where N and M represent the size of the
compared sequences. In terms of computational costs, the proposed al-
gorithm reduces by a factor of 2 the number of operations required by
the standard Affine Gap model.
DGS S-W method has been tested on two protein and one RNA se-
quences datasets, showing mapping scores very similar to those reached
thanks to the classical S-W Affine Gap method and, at the same time,
reduced computational costs and memory usage.
Keywords: Smith-Waterman, Affine Gap model, Sequence Alignment
Algorithm, Local Alignment Algorithm, Dynamic Programming, Ex-
haustive Sequence Alignment, Dynamic Gap Selector, DGS S-W.
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1 Introduction
Smith Waterman (S-W) algorithm [1] is a commonly alternative to perform local
alignment analysis between two biological sequences. The wide usage is due to
its capability to ensure higher accuracy levels with respect to the heuristic algo-
rithms such as BLAST [2], thanks to the exploration of all the possible alignment
configurations between the considered sequences. Furthermore the accuracy of
this algorithm is ensured by a precise evaluation of the different events occur-
ring when aligning biological sequences. These events can be summarized in: i)
Match, that occur if two amino acids (AA) or nucleotides (NT) are equal in the
compared sequences; ii) Mismatch, identified if two AA (or NT) are different in
the two compared sequences; iii) Insertion, if one or more AA (or NT) can be ob-
served in the compared sequence with respect to the reference one; iv) Deletion,
if one or more AA (or NT) are missing in the compared sequence with respect
to the reference.
Differently from global alignment methods, the local alignment ones are par-
ticularly suitable when making comparisons among very divergent sequences
suspected to contain only small regions of similarity within their larger sequence
context.
Being an exhaustive dynamic programming algorithm, S-W allows to find the op-
timal local alignment between the two compared sequences, respectively named
Query (Qry) of length N and Subject (Sbj) of length M, by searching for a pair
of segments, one from each of these two sequences, such that no other couple of
segments with greater similarity could be detected. In particular Qry represents
the selected sequence that has to be found into the database whereas the Sbj
a certain sequence from the database that will be compared using S-W with
the Qry sequence. The S-W algorithm takes advantage of a Score Matrix F of
dimension (N+1, M+1) in which a score value, capable to account for matches,
mismatches and gaps in the alignment, has been calculated for each cell (more
details can be found in the Methods Section). The detected alignment with high-
est score is reconstructed in the last phase of the algorithm starting from the
Maximum Alignment Score that has been identified in the score matrix thanks
to a traceback procedure.
A variant of the S-W algorithm more suitable to sequences similarity analysis
and called S-W Affine Gap method, has been proposed by Gotoh [3]. It assigns
a higher penalty cost to the first insertion or deletion encountered (called gap
open) rather than to the size of the same gap (defined as gap extension) [3].
On the other side, this version introduces remarkable computational costs and
memory requirements with respect to the S-W Linear Gap.
In particular, for what is concerning biological sequences alignment score calcu-
lations, it has been proven [4] that the model proposed by Gotoh [3] is capable
to better evaluate biological events.
In this paper we propose an optimised version of the S-W Affine Gap method
called Dynamic Gap Selector (DGS S-W), designed to reduce the memory re-
quirements from 3*N *M to N *M and the operations performed by a factor of
2 with respect to the standard S-W Affine Gap method.
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As depicted in Fig. 1, the purpose of the proposed algorithm is to approach the
Affine Gap method in terms of performance, with a computational cost compa-
rable with the Linear Gap solution.
The results obtained by applying DGS S-W to protein and NT sequences
show that the proposed methods succeeds in this objective. Indeed, it is able to
provide biological sequence similarity evaluations very close to the ones produced
by the S-W Affine Gap method with reduced computational costs and memory
requirements, comparable to the S-W Linear Gap method.
As a consequence, DGS S-W represents a viable choice when working with
big amount of data such as those deriving from Next Generation Sequencing
(NGS) technologies [5]. When dealing with raw NGS data, the alignment of
produced sequences (called reads) over a known reference is a common starting
point of several analysis pipelines [6], that can profit from DGS S-W to improve
their speed/accuracy trade-off.
Fig. 1. Trade off between DGS S-W vs S-W Affine Gap and DGS S-W vs S-W Linear
Gap methods, evaluated in terms of alignment score and computational time.
2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Scoring Models
In order to apply S-W Linear Gap [1], S-W Affine Gap [3] and DGS S-W meth-
ods to perform the alignment of sequences, it is necessary to introduce the con-
cept of Scoring Model. With refer to the alignment procedure a Scoring Model
can be defined as a set of rules used to assess the possible situations that gener-
ally occur during alignment operations. The simplest example of such a model,
usually used to score the similarity among NTs belonging to different sequences,
is the Match/Mismatch model that assigns a score of +1 and -1 respectively
if a match or a mismatch occurs, whereas a value equal to -d in case of gaps
(insertions or deletions). In the evaluation of protein similarity however another
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scoring model is generally applied. It is based on the usage of a Substitutional
Matrix, proven to better describe, from a biological point of view, events such as
AA matches or mismatches. Moreover also this model makes use of gap penal-
ties to consider insertions or deletions. Substitutional Matrices are built on the
basis of the probability that a particular AA is replaced with another during the
evolution process: They assign to each pair of AAs a value that indicates their
degree of similarities, obtained thanks to statistical methods reflecting the fre-
quency of a particular AAs substitution in homologous protein families [4]. So, a
positive value in the Substitutional Matrix, means that the two AAs are similar
or identical and that they are frequently exchanged each other without notable
loss of function. Blosum Matrix, introduced in 1992 by Henikoff and Henikoff [7]
is one of the most used Substitutional Matrix implemented by considering multi-
ple alignments of evolutionarily divergent proteins. As said, instead, a common
way to evaluate insertions or deletions is to use a Gap Penalty model. The most
used schemes are: i) Constant Gap model, that assigns a penalty equal to a d
value to each gap found during the alignment (Eq.1) and so capable to evaluate
only the presence of a gap event but not its extension; ii) Linear Gap model
that considers instead the gap length (g) to score the alignment (Eq.2), giving
the possibility to evaluate with different scores gaps of different sizes; iii) Affine
Gap model that, attributing different costs to the gap open (d parameter) and
the gap extension (e parameter) events (Eq.3), is able to assign a higher penalty
to the gap presence with respect to its relative extension size.
γkonst = −d (1)
γlin(g) = −g ∗ d (2)
γaff (g) = −d− (g − 1) ∗ e (3)
In the following Subsections the S-W Linear Gap [1], S-W Affine Gap [3] and
DGS S-W methods will be presented. Even if different implementations of the
first two algorithms are freely available, both have been reimplemented in C++
programming language using SeqAn Library [8] to make more meaningful com-
parisons with the novel DGS S-W method that we developed, once again, in
C++ taking advantage of SeqAn library [8].
2.2 Smith-Waterman Linear Gap Method
The S-W Linear Gap method [1] is a variation of the global alignment method
called Needleman Wunsch (N-W) [10] that aims at identifying regions of simi-
larity between a Qry and a Sbj sequence, through the calculation of a similarity
score. S-W algorithm [1], as N-W [10], is a dynamic programming procedure
characterized by three main steps: i) The initialization of the Score Matrix F
with zeros in positions F(i,0) and F(0,j) that account for the beginning of a new
alignment; ii) The calculation of the alignment score cell by cell thanks to Eq.4
in which S represents the Substitutional Matrix if dealing with AAs, whereas
the Match/Mismatch model if NTs are compared and d the linear gap penalty
assigned to insertion or deletion events; iii) The traceback procedure beginning
with the identification into the Score Matrix F of the Maximum Alignment
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Score, followed by the reconstruction of the alignment path (coming back from
child to father cell following the descendent pointers) and ending when a 0 is
reached.
F (i, j) = max


0
F (i− 1, j − 1) + S(Qry(i), Sbj(j))
F (i− 1, j) − d
F (i, j − 1) − d
(4)
2.3 Smith-Waterman Affine Gap Method
The S-W Affine Gap method, introduced by Gotoh in 1982 [3], with respect
to the S-W Linear Gap one [1] is considered the model that better describe
biological sequences similarity, assigning a higher penalty cost for the first gap
encountered, called gap open, than the cost of the following gaps called gap
extension. Even if the steps characterizing this method are identical to those
proper of the simplest S-W Linear Gap method, the introduction of a more
sophisticated model for gap evaluation account for highly divergent and more
biologically significant alignment scores. Three different matrices are required to
perform S-W alignments thanks to the Affine Gap model: The Score Matrix F
of size (M+1,N+1) and two matrices of dimension (M,N ), respectively called
Qry Matrix XQry and Sbj Matrix YSbj . By assuming that a deletion can’t be
followed by an insertion and viceversa, the alignment scores are calculated as
described by Eq.5,
XQry(i, j) = max


0
F (i− 1, j) − d
XQry(i− 1, j)− e
YSbj(i, j) = max


0
F (i, j − 1) − d
YSbj(i, j − 1) − e
F (i, j) = max


0
F (i− 1, j − 1) + S(Qry(i), Sbj(j))
XQry(i− 1, j − 1) + S(Qry(i), Sbj(j))
YSbj(i− 1, j − 1) + S(Qry(i), Sbj(j))
(5)
where F(i,j) represents the matrix containing the alignment scores, XQry(i, j)
the insertion matrix storing all the gaps found in the Qry and YSbj(i, j) the
deletion matrix that keeps trace of all the Sbj gaps. Moreover S-W Affine Gap
method can be customized on the basis of specific requirements such as the
kind of events that have to be considered in the alignment phase. For example
another version of this algorithm, is built on the assumption that a deletion can
be followed by an insertion and viceversa, allowing the model simplification. In
particular the two matrices XQry and YSbj are replaced, in this case, by a unique
matrix K representing the possibility of being in a gapped region [9].
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2.4 Dynamic Gap Selector S-W (DGS S-W)
The DGS S-W represents an optimisation of the S-W algorithm based on the
S-W Affine Gap method [3], developed in order to reduce the computation com-
plexity, the memory requirements and consequently the computational costs
proper of the central phase of the S-W algorithm that consists in the Align-
ment Score calculations. In particular, aims of the proposed optimisation, can
be essentially summarized in the calculation of local alignment scores between
sequences with computational costs (both from a time and memory point of
view) comparable with those proper of the S-W Linear Gap method [1] and
accuracy levels in the sequences similarity evaluation typical of the S-W Affine
Gap method [3] as depicted in Fig. 1. Main idea at the basis of DGS S-W is to
replace the usage of the two gap matrices proper of the S-W Affine Gap method
[3], with a dynamic choice between the two kind of gap allowed, that are gap
open and gap extension. In particular, the reduced memory requirements asso-
ciated with this new method, are due to the substitution of the two integer gap
matrices with two boolean variables capable to keep track of a gap open or a
gap extension encountered. This feature allows to reduce memory requirements
as said from 3*N *M to N *M and, at the same time, to reduce by a factor of 2
the number of operations performed during the calculation. The reduction in the
number of operations performed with respect to the S-W Affine Gap method
can be directly observed by comparing Eq.5 with Eq.6.
Furthermore two hardware implementations, developed in 2012 by Urgese et al.
[11] and in 2014 by Causapruno et al. [12], confirmed both the reduction in
memory usage and computational time required by the novel method.
Concordantly to these considerations Eq.6 report the operations performed
to retrieve the Maximum Alignment Score of interest,
gQry =
{
d if {selQry = 0}
e if {selQry = 1}
gSbj =
{
d if {selSbj = 0}
e if {selSbj = 1}
F (i, j) = max


0 ⇒ selQry = 0, selSbj = 0
F (i− 1, j − 1) + S(Qry(i), Sbj(j)) ⇒ selQry = 0, selSbj = 0
F (i− 1, j) − gQry ⇒ selQry = 1, selSbj = 0
F (i, j − 1) − gSbj ⇒ selQry = 0, selSbj = 1
(6)
where gQry and gSbj are the two selected gap values for the Qry and the Sbj
sequences, selQry and selSbj are the two boolean variables used to discriminate
between the gap open or gap extension penalties usage for the Qry or the Sbj
sequences, F(i,j) is the score value of the considered cell whereas the arrow
symbols account for the boolean variable assignments.
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3 Results
Data used to evaluate DGS S-W method performances in aligning biological
sequences were collected from three different publically available databases that
are Pfam version 27.0 [13] and SWISS-PROT 2013 12 [14] for testing the algo-
rithm with AA sequences and Rfam 11.0 [15] for NT sequences. In particular, in
order to obtain a set of Sbj sequences of reasonable size (our search database),
5000 sequences have been casually extracted from each of the aforementioned
database. Among them later, once again in a random way, 100 sequences have
been isolated to generate instead the Qry dataset.
The results obtained by aligning the aforementioned subset of Pfam [13], SWISS-
PROT [14] and Rfam [15] data using the S-W Linear Gap [1], S-W Affine Gap [3]
and DGS S-W methods will be presented in the following. In particular matches
and mismatches were evaluated using Blosum62 Matrix [7] when dealing with
protein sequences (i.e. SWISS-PROT [14] and Pfam [13] databases), whereas
the simplest Match/Mismatch model, that assigns +1 in case of matches and -1
for mismatches, when aligning NT sequences (i.e. Rfam [15] database). Different
configurations have been therefore tested for what is concerning the values as-
signed to the gap penalties, according to those widely selected by the most used
local alignment tools.
A gap penalty equal to -3, -2 or -5 was imposed when applying S-W Linear Gap
method. Furthermore gap open and gap extension penalties respectively of -3
and -1, -2 and -1, -5 and -2 were selected when testing S-W Affine Gap [3] and
DGS S-W methods.
In Table 1 the data relative to the considered datasets and the results ob-
tained thanks to the methods application, are summarized. A threshold score
value of 80 for AA sequences and 5 for NT sequences was imposed in order to con-
sider an alignment: If at least a value computed by an algorithm among the three
evaluated overcome the chosen threshold, data are recorded for all the methods.
Table 1. Average sequences sizes for the selected DBs subsets (Columns 3 and 4) that
have been aligned (number of alignments reported in Column 2) and average alignment
score values (Columns 5, 6 and 7) calculated applying the proposed three methods with
the parameters reported in Column 1.
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Column 2 reports on the number of significant detected alignments whereas the
mean, minimum and maximum aligned Qry and Sbj sizes are shown respectively
in Columns 3 and 4 for the different considered databases and configurations.
Columns 5, 6 and 7 of Table 1 shown instead the average alignment scores cal-
culated by means of the three different considered methods.
In Fig. 2 are depicted the differences, in terms of score values, calculated
between DGS S-W and S-W Affine Gap [3] methods for the AA sequences ex-
tracted by Pfam [13] and Swiss-Prot [14] databases and for the NT sequences
coming from Rfam [15]. The comparisons have been made taking as reference the
S-W Affine Gap method [3] since, as before highlighted, it can be considered the
model that better describe sequences similarity. As it is possible to deduce from
Fig. 2 the score values deriving from DGS S-W method application are lower or
in the most of the cases equal to those calculated with S-W Affine Gap method.
Differently from S-W Affine Gap method [3], DGS S-W calculates indeed the
score of a data cell by taking into account only the gaps open or extended during
the immediately previous calculation (by means of ad hoc boolean variables).
The S-W Affine Gap method [3] instead allows to keep trace of gap events that
occurred many steps before in the calculation, ensuring that the score attributed
to a data cell is effectively the maximum among those obtained when considering
all the possible alignment paths.
None or small score differences can be however observed (x-axis of Fig. 2.a) for
most of the alignments calculated (y-axis of Fig. 2.a), independently from the
parameters settings imposed. Looking at the graphs relative to Pfam [13] and
Fig. 2. Differences between DGS S-W and S-W Affine Gap methods application com-
puted for the three datasets (Swiss-Prot, Pfam and Rfam) imposing three settings of
gap open and gap extension penalties (-2 -1, -3 -1, -5 -2).
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SWISS-PROT [14] (Fig. 2.a and Fig. 2.b) databases, it seems furthermore clear,
that an increasing ratio between gap open and gap extension penalty values is
reflected in a bigger number of alignments characterized by considerable score
differences. With the main objective of obtaining alignment scores as similar
as possible to those provided by S-W Affine Gap method [3] application, is so
recommended to select conveniently gap open and gap extension penalties. The
same behaviour can not be observed in relation to the alignments performed
on the NT sequences, as it is possible to deduce from the test performed on
Rfam [15] database (Fig. 2.c). It is worth noting however that the two applied
algorithms provide in the most of the cases very similar results.
An example of alignment performed using SWISS-PROT [14] database, for
which the two algorithms reported the biggest amount of score differences (with
gap open and gap extension penalties respectively equal to -3 and -1), is shown
in Fig. 3. It can be appreciated that the bigger differences between DGS S-W
and S-W Affine Gap [3] alignment scores, represented with blue dots, are located
only in the B quadrant of the plot, having on the x-axis the Sbj and on y-axis
the Qry sizes. The B quadrant contains those Maximum Alignment Scores that
probably correspond to couples of NTs or AAs located approximately at the end
of the two compared sequences. The increasing score differences detected are due
to the fact that at this positions, when both Qry and Sbj have high length sizes,
a conspicuous number of different alignment paths can be potentially explored:
Divergent predictions have been so accumulated essentially because of the differ-
ent gap analysis performed by the two different approach, as before highlighted.
Fig. 3. Differences between DGS S-W and S-W Affine Gap compared with the aligned
sequences sizes. Test computed using Swiss-Prot data with settings of gap open and
gap extension equal to -3 -1. On the y-axis are reported the average lengths of Pfam and
Rfam sequences databases (green and violet labels) whereas on x-axis that relative to
SWISS-PROT database (blue label). The quadrants A, B, C and D divide the matrix
in four areas characterized by different sequences sizes.
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It is worth noting however that in the other quadrants, corresponding to the
differences calculated for Qry and Sbj sequences of smaller sizes, the alignment
scores provided by the two different algorithms are very similar (red dots on the
plot) proving once again the affidability of the alignment scores calculated by
means of DGS S-W method.
As previously discussed objective of the novel DGS S-W method, apart from
providing alignment scores comparable with those calculated applying the S-W
Affine Gap method [3], has been identified in the reduction of the time re-
quired for the computation with respect to the S-W Affine Gap method [3].
In order to assess the reached computational performances, different tests have
been performed on a Symmetric Multi-processing (SMP) architecture, namely
a 4+4 Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPUs 920 2.67 GHz machine, on which no other
user processes were running. The time spent to perform the alignment of the
input files under examination using S-W Linear Gap, S-W Affine Gap [3] and
DGS S-W methods, was retrieved considering as starting point of the analysis
the Matrix Score F initialization and as ending point the Maximum Alignment
Score detection. Two different speed up percentages have been calculated: One
to compare DGS S-W with S-W Linear Gap method (Eq.7) and the other for
DGS S-W and S-W Linear Gap methods (Eq.8). Also for these analyses the
before described configurations were selected.
100 ∗ (S−W Linear − DGS S−W ) /S−W Linear (7)
100 ∗ (S−W Affine − DGS S−W ) /S−W Affine (8)
In Fig. 4 are reported the variation values calculated with respect to S-W Lin-
ear Gap method [1] (first nine bars) and those obtained against S-W Affine Gap
method [3] (last nine bars). As expected the computational time required for
S-W Linear Gap method application is always lower than that necessary for
DGS S-W alignment scores calculation, because of the high simplicity of the
equations implemented by the first algorithm. The maximum percentage varia-
tion, obtained when aligning data from Rfam [15] database imposing a gap open
Fig. 4. Speed up reached by DGS S-W method applications with respect to S-W Lin-
ear Gap and S-W Affine Gap methods.
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penalty of -5 and a gap extension of -2, is however not so remarkable, being equal
to 5.35%. Furthermore this value drops to 1.41% when tests are performed on
Pfam [13] database fixing the two gap penalties to -5 and -2.
When comparing instead DGS S-W with S-W Affine Gap [3] method the oppo-
site behaviour can be observed. The time required by the novel method to per-
form the computations is always lower than the time need to apply S-W Affine
Gap method [3] with a maximum speed-up reached on Rfam [15] database and
equal to 14.54%.
In the light of these considerations it is finally possible to affirm that the proposed
algorithm is capable to provide alignment scores comparable to those calculated
using S-W Affine Gap method [3], as highlighted in Fig. 2, with a meaningful
reduction of the computational costs (see Fig. 4) that become closer to those
proper of S-W Linear Gap method usage.
4 Conclusions and Future Works
The method proposed in this paper, called DGS S-W, represents an optimised
version of the well known S-W Affine Gap one, at the days considered the most
accurate method when looking for local sequences similarities, being capable to
evaluate with different penalty scores gap open and gap extension events. Nev-
ertheless the method application is characterized by remarkable computational
costs and memory requirements that constitute the main drawbacks related to
its usage. Starting from these considerations, the novel DGS S-W method aims
at: i) Providing local alignment scores with an accuracy level in the sequences
similarity evaluation proper of S-W Affine Gap method usage; ii) Performing the
calculation of the local alignment scores between sequences with computational
costs (in terms of time and memory) close to those typical of S-W Linear Gap
method application.
In order to achieve these objectives, the two integer gap matrices of S-W Affine
Gap method have been replaced by two boolean variables capable to keep track
of a gap open or a gap extension event leading to a reduction of the memory
requirements (from 3*N *M to N *M ) and to a decreasing in the number of
operations performed (by a factor of 2) with respect to the S-W Affine Gap
method.
Tests performed on input sequences extracted from three publically available
databases (i.e. SWISS-PROT [14], Pfam [13] and Rfam [15]) proven DGS S-W
method potentiality in: i) Providing alignment scores in the most of the cases
equal to those calculated thanks to S-W Affine Gap method application; ii) Per-
forming the calculations with computational costs significantly lower than those
proper of S-W Affine Gap method usage (with a maximum speed up reached on
Rfam [15] database equal to 14,54%) and at the same time not so higher with
respect to the S-W Linear Gap method application.
Furthermore the selected input sequences, being characterized by mean lengths
similar to those of the real whole databases, allowed us to hypothesize DGS S-W
method to assume the same behaviour we highlighted during the tests performed
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on reduced input files, even when aligning input files of bigger dimensions. It be-
comes evident, to the light of these findings, the great potential applications
of the proposed method especially in the contest of NGS data analysis char-
acterized, as said, by the need for very powerful and computationally cheap
bioinformatics algorithms, capable to treat the big amount of data produced by
NGS technologies.
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